
Sandi Glandt Offers Special On High
Performance Accelerator Academy for
Productivity, Time Management, and

Miss International 2023

Sandi Glandt Shares Her High

Performance Accelerator Academy to

Working Moms to Master Productivity,

Time Management, and Work-Life

Balance

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA, US, June

12, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Sandi

Glandt, high performance productivity

coach and author, has announced a

special deal on her High Performance

Accelerator Academy, a comprehensive

coaching program designed to

empower working moms to master

time management, enhance

productivity, and achieve work-life

wellness. This initiative builds on the

success of her popular book, "Slay Your

Day," which has already helped

countless women navigate the

challenges of balancing career and

family.

The High Performance Accelerator

Academy offers a mix of online digital

courses, group coaching, and

personalized one-on-one sessions.

Glandt, who has established herself as

a leading productivity coach for female

entrepreneurs, draws on her extensive

experience to help participants

transform their busy, stressed-out lives

into models of efficiency and growth.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.sandraglandt.com
https://www.sandraglandt.com
https://www.sandraglandt.com
https://www.sandraglandt.com/academy
https://www.sandraglandt.com/academy


Sandi Glandt is a renowned productivity coach and

author

"Many working moms feel perpetually

overwhelmed and unsure how to

juggle their professional and personal

lives effectively," said Glandt. "Our

academy provides them with the tools

and strategies to not only manage their

time better but to also be present and

intentional with every aspect of their

lives."

The program is structured to guide

clients from feeling overwhelmed and

burnt out to achieving a balanced

lifestyle. It focuses on implementing

daily rituals for success, which Glandt

discusses extensively in her YouTube series and podcasts, such as "10 Minute Daily Rituals for

Success." These rituals are designed to enhance wellness, health, and self-care, which are crucial

for sustaining high performance.

Clients who have gone through Glandt's coaching programs often report significant

improvements in their ability to manage their responsibilities while finding time for themselves

and their families. "Sandi's approach has revolutionized the way I handle my daily tasks," shared

one client. "Her strategies for balancing time have allowed me to excel at work and be more

present at home."

To celebrate the launch, the High Performance Accelerator Academy is currently offering a

special promotion for new members. Interested participants can learn more about the program

and sign up by visiting Sandi Glandt’s website or by following her insights on productivity and

balancing career and family on her YouTube channel and podcast series.

"Slay Your Day" by Sandi Glandt dispels the myth that women can't have it all—family,

friendships, and career success. With proven strategies from her coaching experiences, Sandi

provides tools and insights to help women become ultra-productive and achieve a fulfilling,

balanced life. Her book offers a powerful blueprint for unlocking potential and thriving across all

facets of life, ensuring women no longer have to choose between personal and professional

fulfillment.

For additional details on enrollment and program features, or to arrange an interview with Sandi

Glandt, visit her website at www.SandraGlandt.com.

About Sandi Glandt:

http://www.SandraGlandt.com


Sandi Glandt is a renowned productivity coach and author dedicated to helping female

entrepreneurs and working moms conquer their day with proven time-management strategies

and productivity techniques. Her book, "Slay Your Day," and her coaching programs, particularly

the S3 system—emphasizing Systems, Strategy, and Support—have made her a sought-after

expert in achieving work-life wellness and career balance. Through this innovative approach,

Sandi teaches women how to make more money in less time, providing them with the tools and

support needed to thrive in all aspects of life.
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